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Bendstrup - A Princely Grave from the Early Roman Iron Age: Its 

Social and Historical Context 

In 1869 a 'princely grave' from the Early Roman lron Age was discovered in a barrow on 
Bendstrup mark, the town of Bendstrup, Hvilsager parish, Sønderhald district, Randers 
county. Some of the grave goods were purchased for a private collection at the manor 
Valbygård near Slagelse, where they are still to be found (fig. 3-6). 

Through a recently discovered exchange of )etters between the sellerifinder, Sophus 
Andreas Bergsøe, and the buyer, the owner of Valbygård, August Villads Bech (nephew 
and unde, respectively), it has been possible to reconstruct the find as a whole from among 
the many objects of the Valbygård collection (fig. I, 2, and 7). 

The grave was probably an inhumation grave; the many clay vessels mentioned but not 
preserved indicate that this type must be classified under the common type of pottery 
grave of Central and Northern J utland. It was found in a barrow beneath a pile of large 
stones. The orientation was said to be north-south. The grave goods preserved consist of 
two silver fibulae with twisted gold wires, 4 cast lion's claws, 3 small round "bases", and a 
"bowl" lacking a bottom, all of bronze, together with 4 fossils, 2 ammonites and brachio
pods. A large amber bead could also be identified as part of the find. Together with these 
objects there was a quantity of pottery, and a considerable accumulation of rust on the 
outer side of the bronze "bowl" must come from a rather large iron object, possibly a knife, 
which had broken off after excavation. However, it must be noted that Sophus Bergsøe 
first arrived at the site after the find had been dug up, as mentioned several times in the 
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description. Thus he refers (and interprets?) the information provided by the excavator; he 
personally checked through the soil which had been dug up. 

DESCRIPTION AND DATING OF THE FIND 

The silver fibulae (fig. 9-l l) 
The fibulae are single-jointed and cast, with a length of 5.5 cm and a weight of c. 25 g each. 
The fibulae must be placed typologically in Almgren's gr. IV: strongly profiled fibulae and 
subsequently in the 1st main series: with a bow-head and an openwork catch-plate. They 
can most closely be compared with fig. 67 (Almgren 1923, p. 34 fl). This fibula type has an 
eastern main distribution, concentrated in the Austrian Alpine region, Bohemia, and 
Eastern Germany. It occurs less frequently towards the west, and in Denmark it is not 
found at all, according to Almgren. Chronologically it ought to be ascribed to the transi
tion between the Late La Tene and the Early Roman Iron Age. 

However, the Bendstrup fibulae are in a class of their own, due to the animal heads. 
Early Roman Iron Age fibula types with a well-modelied animal head on the bow are 
known from the Celtic-Illyric eastern Alpine region, with a concentration south of the 

Roman Danube border Uahn 1952, Werner 1954). Moreover, there is an isolated Danish 
group with a concentration on Djursland (fig. 20). The Danish examples are: Hoby on 
Lolland (fig. 12) and St. Grandløse, Holbæk county (fig. 13), which are of silver. All other 
animalheaded fibulae, with a single exception, can be attributed to one district, Sønder
hald in Randers county: Ryomgård gr. 2 (fig. 14), Langkastrup gr. 14 (fig. 15), Langka
strup II, gr. B (fig. 16), Virring gr. 22 (fig. 17), and finally Torrild mark, Århus county 
(fig. 18). This last-named is made of silver; all those from Djursland are of bronze. 

The basis for the typological classification of the Bendstrup fibulae in the local environ
ment is comprised of the individual stylistic elements of the animal heads: I) the animal 
heads full face, 2) the animal heads in profile, 3) the shape of the eyes, and 4) the shape of 
the ears. These individual elements are illustrated in fig. 19. Upon this basis, it is possible 
to divide the animal heads into 4 typological groups: A,B,C, and D. 

The A-group includes Bendstrup (A I) and Langkastrup gr. 14 (A 2). The heads are 
well-modelied with upper and lower jaws, carefully executed eyes consisting of several 
concentric circles and ovals which make them appear to "see.", and small "smile .wrinkles" 
(particularly pronounced on A I). The ears are shaped like small isosceles triangles. A I is 
of silver with a two-ply gold wire round the forehead. A 2 is of bronze and has a smooth 
silver wire round the forehead. 

The B-group consists ofHoby (B I), St. Grandløse (B 2) and Virring (B 3). Full face, the 
main line is straight (or faintly concave and with a sharply marked central line). The lower 
jaw is missing on B3. The eyes are ornamental dots on B I - where there are 3 X 2 pairs on 
each fibula - or they lack entirely (B 2 and B 3). The ears are long, nearly right-angled 
triangles with no modelied effect. B I is of silver with a frontlet of two-ply gold thread; B 2 
is completely of silver, and B 3 is of bronze. 

The C-group consists ofRyomgård gr. 2 (C I) and Langkastrup II gr. B (C 2). The main 
line, full face, is long and curved with distinct cheekbones and a pointed upper jaw. The 
lower jaw is weak (or may lack entirely) on C 2. The eyes are two concentric ovals (C I 
and seemingly C 2), the ears are long isosceles triangles - C I with a plastic modelied 
effect, C 2 faintly engraved. Both fibulae are of bronze, C 2 quite corroded and therefore 
with rather vague features. 

The D-group consists of the silver fibula from Torrild mark. Tht: animal head, full face, 
has the same form as that of the B-group and the lower jaw is missing. The eyes are 
distinct, with small amorphous bumps, and the ears are extended with convex sides and a 
strongly modelied effect. 
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An attempt to interp1·et the typological groups within the relative chronological frame
work shows the foliowing: A I is completely isolated with its perfectly well-modelied 
animal head. This must be interpreted as the earliest form, A 2 as a la ter imitation. For the 
B-group, B 3 is younger than B I and B 2, as the animal head on this fibula has lost its 
zoomorphic character to en even greater degree. The same is the case with C 2 in relation
to C I. On the basis of the same criteria, D must be placed late stylistically.

Summary: Comparison of the stylistic result, based on the analysis of individual elements, 
with the typological classification of the fibulae (after Almgren 1923) yields the foliowing 3 
chronological groups: La Tene III/Early Roman Iron Age: Bendstrup; 1st century AD: 
Langkastrup, Hoby St. Grandløse, Ryomgård gr. 2; first half of the 2nd century: Virring 
gr. 22, Langkastrup II gr. B, Torrild mark. 

The fibula types mentioned are - with the exception of type 67 - common North 
European forms (Almgren 1923). Torrild mark type 109/1 IO, however, is most common 
on Bornholm. Type 67 of the Bendstrup fibulae, however, is concentrated in the eastern 
Alpine region. In Northern Europe, it is only sporadically represented (Almgren I 923 p. 
36 + map, Klindt-Jensen 1950 fig. 122 and p. 193). Fibulae with an animal head on the 
bow are found especially in the Roman provinces Noricum and Panonia and further south 
to the Adriatic coast around Acquileia (Werner 1954 ab. 3). In a European context, 
fibulae with an animal head on the bow can be divided into two distribution areas: a South 
European and a Danish (fig. 20). The South European type is attributed chronologically 
to the transition to the Early Roman period, that is, the beginning of the 1st century AD -
the local Danish particularly in the second half of the 1st century and the beginning of the 
2nd century O ahn I 952 p. 97). 

The Bendstrup fibulae thus naturally belong to a South European context from the 
beginning of the 1st century AD and were, in contrast to the later Danish examples - not 
made locally in the North. 

Bronzes 

The Lion's Claws (fig. 21-24): Four nearly identical lion's claws are cast in bronze. Along 
with the modelied lion's claw, each foot is equipped with a pair of wings with palmettes. 
The right-angled shape shows that the lion's claws had been fastened to a square base. 
Remains of soft-soldering may still be seen on the upper side. On its back, each foot bears 
a T-shaped fabrication stamp. Three of the feet are numbered in Roman numerals from I
kII; the fourth lacks a number. The weight is about 75 g for three of the feet, whereas the 
fourth (marked II) weighs 65 g. This foot is in other ways identical to the others, but the 
outermost palmette and the bottoin of the paws was later ground(?) away (compare 
photograph, lower right) Bases (fig. 24-25). Three small cast bases of bronze have an 
identical surface diameter of 2.6 cm. The sides are profiled, and the diameter at the bottom 
is 3.2-3.5 cm. The weights vary between 26-34 g. No doubt these pieces served as bases for 
the lion's claws (compare photograph). A fourth base must have been lost. 

Bron;:,e "bowl" (fig. 26-29). The round bronze "bowl" is also cast. lts maximum diameter 
is 14.3 cm, its height 4.3 cm, and the hole in the middle has an interior diameter of6.0 cm. 
The exterior is convex and profiled. The interior teveals traces of casting and solder 
drippings. The weight is about 450 g. 

The bronze is badly oxidized, except for the upper edge, where the surface of fracture 
appears completely new. The exterior also bears a trace of rust, which must have been 
caused by a larger iron object lying next to the bronze bowl in the earth. 

Interpretation: There is no doubt that the bronzes' are Roman work. In a reply to Sophus 
Bergsøe in the 1870s, the keeper at the Louvre, A. de Longperier, paralleled the lion's 
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claws with similar ones from Pompeii, thus dating them to before 79 AD - a comparison 
and a dating which cannot be contested. All the bronzes are interpreted as connecting 
parts of a Greek-in0uenced Roman work from the beginning of the I st century AD, made 
at a workshop in central Italy. In the last century it was not possible to determine with 
certainty the type of bronze object to which the pieces belonged. Today, the comparative 
material is more copious and thus the possibility of identification is greater. Moreover, it 
has been possible to subject the bronzes to microscopic analysis, which mak�s for an even 
more precise interpretation. 

There is no doubt that the lion's claws had been soldered to a square base. The 
comparative material therefore consists of Roman braziers and wine craters. In both cases, 
the lion's claws also have bases (Pernic 1925 p. 37 f., Macchioro 1913 p. 460). An 
interpretation of the bronze "bowl" as the foot of a vessel of Egger's type 94 or 98 (Eggers 
1951) is logical. However, the bowl can also be linked to the wine crater, as mentioned, in 

�hich case it would have been placed at the joining of the vessel to the pedestal, where it 
would have covered the soldered joint. If all the bronzes belonged to one and the same 
bronze object, the possibilities are limited to the early Roman (Pompeiian) wine craters 
(fig. 30). In this case it would be the first time suc;h a piece has been documented in 
Germania Libera. 

The conservator C. Gottlieb of the National Museum in Copenhagen has subjected the 
bronzes to a microscopic analysis which supports the suggested interpretation. It has been 
determined beyond doubt that the "bowl" was not the foot of a bronze vessel, as the 
"support" (the maximum diameter) bore only traces of secondary wear which occurred 
ajler the period of burial in the earth. It is equally certain that the outwardly-curved edge 
of the "bowl" (the minimum diameter) completely lacks a patina - and thus that while it 
was buried in the earth it was soldered to another object (traces of soldering can be 
discerned). However, it has not been possible to ascertain whether the right-angled surfa

ces of fracture on the lion's claws, like the traces of soldering, were first made after burial 
in the earth. The relationship between the three small bases and the lion's claws is equally 
unclear, but solder is found on the upper side of the bases, and on the bottom of the lion's 
claws. 

We may thus conclude that the "bowl" was not the foot of a bronze vessel and that the 
theory that it was part of a wine crater accords with the completely undamaged support 
which must be ascribed to the placement of the "bowl" as a connecting link between crater 
and pedestal. We can at the same time conclude that in any case the crater itself must have 
been present when the Bendstrup grave was found in 1869. 

The fossils 

The four fossils consist of 2 brachiopods (fig. 8) and 2 ammonites (fig. 31-32). The 
ammonites can with certainty be identified as a pair from the same shell. A more exact 
identification of family and species cannot be made; the geological dating therefore ex
tends from J urassic-Cretaceous. 

As there seem to be no similar pieces in the Scandinavian J urassic-Cretaceous deposits, 
they are more likely from German deposits, for example, from the southern Baltic, Hol
stein, Mecklenburg, and the Teutoburg vicinity. 

The function of the 4 fossils is unknown, but their presence in pairs may suggest that 
they were used for a game. Games of dice were common throughout Greece as well as in 
the Roman Empire, where they were often played with small regular bones - astragali -
which have, in faet, been found in several Early Roman Iron Age graves in Jutland. The 
principle of the game required that the backs of these small bones be different from the 
fronts. The Bendstrup ammonites, which meet this requirement, are completely polished 
from wear. 
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Whether or not they were used for games, the fossils add an interesting perspective to 
the Bendstrup find. Such worthless trifles would hardly have reached Denmark through 
trade or exchange through several links. They suggest a more direct relationship between 
the southern provenience of the find and the person interred at Bendstrup. 

Amber (fig. 8 and 33) 

One amber bead and a piece of unworked amber are mentioned by Sophus Bergsøe. Of 
these, only the amber bead can be identified with certainty. It has a diameter of 2.5 cm, a 
maximum thickness of0.6 cm, and a perforation of0.5 cm. A narrow groove runs along the 
outer edge. 

Unpreserved objects 
Many clay vessels and potsherds were reported at the excavation of the find. Some of these 
had retained their shiny black surface. The find also included a large iron object, to judge 
by the accumulation of rust on the exterior of the bronze "bowl". 

Dating of the find 
The Bendstrup find can be dated by the two silver fibulae and the bronze crater. The 
fibulae (Alm. IV: 67) are assigned to the transition from La Tene 111/Early Roman lron 
Age, that is, the close of the 1st century BC/beginning of the 1st century AD; and the 
bronze crater is dated to the beginning of the 1st century AD. 

Through the grave type and the grave goods, the find may be definitely assigned to the 
beginning of the Early Roman lron Age. Of course, there is always some degree of 
uncertainty with regard to when the objects were made in relation to when they were 
buried. But this uncertainty is not particularly great, as the fibulae bear no traces of wear. 

THE SOCIAL CONTEXT 

lntroduction 
The theoretical basis of the foliowing analysis is the view that socially dominant groups 
who represent major productive conditions will seek to legitimize their dominance through 
an ideology bearing upon society as a whole, and expressed through symbols, social 
norms, rules, and rituals. This ideology is not considered to be a passive reflection of the 
society but, on the contrary, an active factor used by competing individuals and social 
groups to establish and legitimize their dominance by making their principle generally 
accepted in the societal organization. This implies that the ideology may entail both 
contrast and harmony on various levels - for example, among competing social groups or 
within various activities in the society, such as the use of the agricultural production, 
either for basic reproduction or for the establishment of political alliances through ceremo
nies, the exchange of gifts, etc. For example, if the production drops below the level 
necessary for basic reproduction, it would threaten the politics of alliance of the dominat
ing groups, which are based upon a surplus, and consequently social tensions would arise 
which in the final end could trigger a gradual restructuring of the society. The social, 
economic, and ideological structures thus modify one another in a dynamic interplay, 
whose catalysts are embedded in the social and political/ideological structure, but whose 
potential and )imitation lie in the economic structure and the ecology. This dynamic 
principle can ideologically be manifest either in a reinforcement or a repression of various 
aspects of the society, depending upon its complexity and stability. For example, wealthy 
persons of high rank may be interred modestly, with but few symbols of their wealth and 
position, whereas rising and competing social groups may be buried with a great symbolic 
manifestation of their social position. Frequently, only a single social group or segment of 
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the society expresses its status in burials, whereas in some periods quite the opposite is the 
case: a considerably larger part of the population is buried, and the internal differences are 
sought equalized instead of emphasized. 

At present we know only very little regarding the societal factors which cause these 
variations in mortuary practices, and indeed whether general rules governing these varia
tions can be established. In studying mortuary practices, it is therefore essential to clarify 
the relationship between the social reality and its ideological interpretation. Many factors 
are entailed here, and in the foliowing we shall analyse some of them on the basis of the 
theory that mortuary practices first and foremost serve a purpose in the living society. 

Combinations of grave goods and cultural identification 

Most Danish parallels to the Bendstrup fibulae are to be found in the great cemeteries in 
Randers county. Four cemeteries have yielded the same number of graves with animal
headed fibulae (fig. 14-17). Together with identical features in the grave type, these graves 
show a striking similarity in the composition of their grave goods: pottery, an iron knife, 
silver/bronze fibulae, bronze pins, S-shaped hooks, glass beads, large amber beads, and 
sometimes unworked amber. The Bendstrup grave contains objects which correspond to 
the combinations in other graves containing animal-headed fibulae. 

The group of graves with animal-headed fibulae includes three others: Hoby (fig. 12), 
St. Grandløse (fig. 13), and Torrild Mark (fig. 18), but these graves do not contain the 
combination type mentioned. 

The combination of pottery and one or more iron knives is the most frequently encoun
tered among the Early Roman lron Age graves in Denmark. However, there are very few 
with the combination of fibulae (silver or bronze), pins (silver or bronze), S-shaped hooks 
(commonly silver, sometimes bronze), small glass beads (most often light-green and/or 
milky-white with gold foil), and amber bead(s), (sometimes large beads/rings). In Den
mark as a whole, this combination occurs in 7 cases (gro up A). The combination of only 4 
elements occurs in 12 cases (gr. B); and with 3 elements, in 24 cases (gr. C). ( compare fig. 
34). Their distribution shows a combination of grave goods which is characteristic of a 
small group of graves at the large cemeteries without tumuli in Århus and Randers 
counties, and whose main distribution moreover is in Eastern Jutland (distribution, fig. 
35). The relationship of this group to the other graves in the area will be investigated next. 

The comparative material covers all graves from Randers, Århus, Skanderborg, and 
Vejle counties, together with adjoining districts in Ringkøbing and Viborg counties (com
pare map, fig. 36). Within this area, attention is focused on graves with "rich" grave goods 
including: weapons and/or spurs, imports, berloques, and gold rings. The result of these 
investigations can be summarized in a geographical model (fig. 44) in which each circle 
represents the geographical relationships observed. Graves with the grave-goods combina
tion A-C and graves with the weapon combination I-III constitute the two main groups in 
the region (weapon combination I: sword, shield, spear, and sometimes spurs and/ or an 
axe; Il: sword and shield or spear and shield; III; sword, spear, or shield). Each of the two 
groups has a "core area": the one consists of the rich combination in the ornamental 
equipment (typ. A-B) the other of the well-equipped weapon graves (typ. I + spurs). 
Where the two groups adjoin geographically there is one (double?) grave with contents 
from both groups. The Roman bronze imports are linked especially to the area with the 
weapon graves of typ. I. 

The most significant observation is that core areas with the richest combinations are 
mutually exclusive. The area with animal-headed fibulae and grave goods of groups A-B 
are complementary to the area with the richly furnished weapon graves (typ. I + spurs), 
as well as to the region with gold rings. Two areas, a southern and a northern, are 
particularly distinct and differ greatly from one another. 
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The southern group is concentrated especially in the region between Horsens and Kolding. 
The concentration of graves is far Jess than to the north (see map, fig. 37) and this is the 
only county in the investigation area in which cremation graves predor,ninate ( c. 75% - see 
fig. 45). Richly furnished weapon graves and spur graves are found throughout the region, 
and graves with imported goods are nearby. However, women's graves with the grave
goods combinations A-B Jack completely, and graves of the C-type occur only sporadical
ly. The cemeteries are small with few graves, and the rich graves are normally isolated, 
occurring either singly or some few together. Moreover, the rich spurgraves (minus wea
pons) with gold finger-rings are distinct from the other graves in the region in that they are 
inhumation graves. 

The northern group comprises the area between Randers fjord and Århus. A characteristic 
feature here is a very large concentration of graves amassed at larger or smaller grave 
fields, with inhumation graves as the most frequent grave type (70-80% - see fig. 45). 
Only a minority of the graves contain grave goods which can be considered status indica
tors. The grave-goods combinations are very homogeneous, being completely dominated 
by knives and pottery. The next most common grave gifts are pins, beads, buckles, and 
simply constructed and fashioned rings. Gold rings never appear; imported bronzes and 
berloques are very rare. Several of the large cemeteries contain a single grave with a more 
abundant and homogeneous ornamental equipment (graves of gr. A-B). However, the 
weapon graves are meagrely furnished, with regard both to weapons and to other items. 

In the centre of this northern region lies the Bendstrup grave, whose contents of the two 
South European fibulae and a Pompeiian bronze crater assign this grave to a class by 
itself, not only in J utland but also in a larger European context. Its other grave goods link 
Bendstrup to the richly furnished (women's) graves of the region (A-B group}. 

Summary: Thus in the northern region we see that the indication of status is primarily 
linked to a grave-goods combination which may be interpreted as female (ornaments and 
amulets, but never gold rings, weapons, and imports). The grave goods to the south are 
more differentiated; here the status-indicating objects are more abundant and richer than 
in the north, and are frequently found in connection with weapon graves. 

If differences and similarities in mortuary customs and grave goods can be taken to 
represent differences and similarities in cultural identification, then the two groups must 
be perceived as cultural local units. With the find of the Bendstrup grave, new light is shed 
upon the cultural - and social - identification within the northern area. It can hardly be 
doubted that the animal-headed fibulae from the large cemeteries without tumuli are local 
imitations of the Bendstrup fibulae, and that their wearers belonged to the lit tie gro up ( of 
women) whose "rich" and homogeneous grave equipment must be interpreted as an 
expression of a uniform social and cultural affiliation (gr. A-B). For more than a century 
the Bendstrup fibulae were imitated and their symbolic value remained intact. 

In one way, the Bendstrup grave is strongly rooted in the local environment, while at 
the same time it contains grave goods which give it a central position in the international 
context of princely graves, including those at Hoby, J uellinge, Byrsted, and Dollerup. 

Social symbols, social status, and political organization 
The southern group: Asa point of departure for interpreting the context of the warrior graves 
both socially and politically, we can summarize the results of anthropological investiga
tions in the North German grave fields Kemnitz and Hamfelde (Gebiihr 1975 fig. 10-12, 
Gebiihr & Kunow 1976, Kunow 1978 p. 88 ff.) which lead to the foliowing conclusions: 
- warriors without spurs normally lose their weapon equipment with age. This implies

that weapons especially are linked to the function of an active warrior,
- warnors with spurs also Jose their weapon equipment with age, but retain spurs and
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wealth. This implies that they maintain a status extending beyond their warrior func

tion, 
- both weapons and spurs can be found in the graves of very young men. This implies that

the status/function expressed in the right to bear weapons and spurs, respectively, is not
earned but rather ought to be considered as inherited.

With this in mind, we may proceed to interpret the spur graves as a manifestation of a 
powerful group of leading (older) men who, for example through Roman imports, demon
strate their contact with an international context (such as Dollerup and Bjergelide). They 
reveal to us a society in which military and political leadership is concentrated and has 
become a permanent position associated with certain families. 

The interpretation of this "warrior aristocracy" as (local) political leaders finds support 
in an analysis of the geographical distribution (fig. 46) showing a division of political 
power in Eastern Jutland into uniform "area modules" roughly corresponding in size to a 
district (herred') in the same region. The context of the wealthy Germanic princely graves 

also contains a number of graves with spurs and thus emphasizes the symbolic value of the 
spurs throughout the Germanic region (Gebiihr 1970 tab. 3-4). 

On the assumption that the mortuary practices of an area also reflect elements of the 
political structure, this southern group must be interpreted as being divided into regional 
political units within which a little group of warriors and elders demonstrated their wealth 
and social rank and may be viewed as political leaders who via local related/tributary 
young men capabk of bearing arms (weapon graves of types II and III) controlled it 
politically and mili'tarily (compare Leube 1976 Ab. 3 & Thompson 1965). 

The northem group: The geographical structure of the northern group differs from that of the 

southern group. Through the large cemeteries without tumuli, the area is divided into 
much smaller geographic units, corresponding in size approximately to a parish. This 
division is further stressed through the distribution of the status-indicating female graves 
(the A-B groups) which are found singly at the cemeteries, but are never concentrated at a 

single site. The graves demonstrate no noteworthy degree of wealth: there is a Jack of 
imported material and of the gold finger-rings so typical of the southern group. Warrior 
graves of types I I and I I I and the meagre weapon equipment are never accompanied by 
other status-indicating objects. With a single exception in the southernmost part of the 

region, there are no spurs. 
The cemeteries seem to reflect a number of well-established village societies in which a 

larger segment of the population was interred with recognizable grave gifts. There was a 
single leading family in each little local area. The regions were moreover linked by allian
ces, as shown, for example, by the ABC graves. It has not been possible to determine 
whether the northern "structure" had a superstructure of political leaders who controlled 
larger regions, as in Southeast J utland, or whether it ought to be viewed as a more 
egalitarian region, divided into a number of smal! local units, representing one or a few 
village societies. 

The differences between the northern and the southern groups analysed here can best 
be classified in a broader geographical context. We shall therefore briefly investigate the 
two grave groups in regional and international contexts. 

Local, regional, and international contexts 
The contrast in the social identification of the graves within the investigation area charac
terizes larger areas in Denmark during the Early Roman lron Age. On one hand there is 

the warrior grave context, which represents a wealthy, powerful group; on the other hand 
there is the female context which displays uniform features through symbols in the orna

mental equipment. 
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The wealthy warrior grave context is particularly connected to Southern J utland and 
Vejle county and also appears sporadically on Mors/Salling, on Funen, and on Lolland. 
The manifestation of status by gold and imports in the weapon graves, as in the spur 
graves, is, however, limited to Jutland, (fig. 42). The women's graves with ornamental 
equipment, A-B, are concentrated on Djursland. The C-group however, has a wider 
distribution. On Lolland all groups are represented through the graves from J uellinge 
(Friis Johansen 1923), on Funen with Favrskov I gr. 2, Espe, Nordenbrogård gr. 3, and 
Møllegårdsmarken gr. 204 (Albrectsen 1956 no. 37, 81, 105, and 75). (fig. 35). 

This regional division into rich graves with spurs (men's graves) and with ornamental 
equipment (women's graves) also finds expression within the Germanic princely graves. 
As in Denmark, the two groups here are also situated in different regions: the spur graves 
lie towards the south and west (the northernmost is Dollerup); whereas the women's 
graves are in a belt running northwest from Weichel to Funen. The sex of the deceased in 
the other princely graves of the region cannot be identified on the basis of the grave goods 
(Gebiihr 1974 ab. I) (fig. 47). 

Princely equestrian graves and princely women's (and sometimes men's graves) thus 
reflect, respectively, the western and eastern parts of Germania Libera, and this must be 
assumed to reflect underlying social and perhaps also political differences between the 
regions. 

However, there is a third region, a buffer zone, 0-200 km north of the border (Hedeager 
1978). To the west in this region a strong tribal union was able to carry ,on the struggle 
against the Roman armies and, among other things, keep the Roman frontier from advan
cing to the Elbe-Saale (Hachmann 1976). To the east, the political and economic structure 
was based upon the former Celtic system, and here Roman influence was strong enough to 
gain control of the political leadership of the regions, for example, the Marcomanni and 
the Quadi. In this frontier area there are no princely graves, neither in the east nor the 
west, and there is a virtual lack of Roman imports in the graves. 

These regional differences in the buffer zone are also reflected in the rest of the Germa
nic region. We have concluded that the western regions, through a more direct contact 
with the Romans and the Roman armies, developed a political structure in which the 
military leadership assumed a permanent character, and in which imports did not play a 
dominant role in the establishment of internat alliances and the indication of status. In the 
northeastern regions, however, wars and conflicts were not of the same extent (or on the 
same level of military organization), and military leadership was not the predominant 
political leadership. This may mean either that it was temporary in character (Thompson 
1965 p. 48) or that it was completely subordinate to the political leadership (compare 
Tacitus 44:3). Women held a high social rank and entered into the political marriage 
alliances of the chiefdoms or petty kingdoms of the region. Roman imports played a 
significant role in this system, which became predominant in the Late Roman Iron Age. 

We can thus link the spread of Roman imports to three different social systems, within 
each of which it had a different significance in the social and political reproduction: I) the 
buffer zone (0-200 km) (Roman vassal states) to the south and regions with cultural -
barriers to the west), 2) the southwestern warrior aristocracy, and 3) the northeastern 
weapon-less princely grave horizon. 

Conclusion 

Starting in Eastern Jutland, it has been possible to distinguish, through the grave goods, 
two complexes with essential differences in social-cultural identification. We must inter
pret each complex as a local manifestation of different social and identification complexes 
of Germanic character. The grave types and their related symbols provide us with insight 
into a complicated interplay between social-cultural identification on a local plane 
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(Eastern Jutland}, on a regional plane (Denmark), and on a wider international plane 
(Germania). 

In the local area, mobility is extremely limited and characteristic elements of symbolic 
usage or objects will in the archaeological material be interpreted as "local characteristics" 
(such as the locally made animal-headed fibulae). 

Geographical mobility increases with the degree of social status, and may explain a 
number of characteristic features of a more regional character in the archaeological record, 
for example, identical jewellery combinations or types, pottery groups, etc. Its significance 
in the archaeological material depends upon such factors as the kinship structure, of 
which, unfortunately, the archaeological record cannot afford us any satisfactory impres
s1on. 

The circulation of prestige goods (weapons/imports, etc.) can, finally, take place over 
considerable distances and may include, in particular, political alliances established be
tween various "petty kingdoms". This exchange is reflected, for example, in the internatio

nal context of the princely graves. Here the similarities are greater than the differences 
with regard to both the equestrian/warrior graves as well as the women's graves (Gebiihr 
1974). 

The relationship of the international, regional, and local "princely graves" seems not to 
reflect a fixed structured political hierarchy or a centralized political power structure with 
permanent control of large areas. At present, local leaders must be viewed as exponents of 
independent political units of modest size (as in Easternjutland) who were linked together 
in mutual alliances. In such alliance systems, individual chieftains or princely families 
might attain from time to time a particularly powerful position, reflected in the "interna
tional princely graves". If such individual positions of power could be fortified, the founda
tion was laid for a more centralized political structure - a process which we see reflected as 
early as the Late Roman Iron Age (Hedeager 1980). 

THE HISTORICAL CONTEXT 

Finally, we will attempt to place the Bendstrup find historically within the framework of 
the international, the regional, and the local environments, despite the lack of a part of the 
context of the find. 

The Roman wine crater - unique in the Germanic region - must first and foremost be 
attributed to the international context. The southeastern European fibulae and the North 
and West German ammonites also indicate very direct contact over vast distances. Final
ly, the large amber bead has parallels in certain of the princely graves, such as Liibsow gr. 
1/1925 and gr. 2/1925 (Eggers 1949/50). 

The relationship of Bendstrup to the regional context is less clear. The relevant part of 
the grave goods is now missing. This includes pottery (which we know to have been 
present in great quantities), possibly a knife (only traces of rust are left). The mortuary 
custom reflects an affiliation to the pottery graves in the region - here we have an inhuma
tion grave in a barrow. Another link in the regional connections consists of the animal
headed fibulae, which have parallels in the Hoby grave and in St. Grandløse - both are of 
silver, both are local imitations, and both are accompanied by unusual and unique grave 
gifts (Friis-Johansen 1923 and Liversage 1980 fig. 15). Finally we must include the fossili
zed mussels, together with a number of other fossils in several of the richly furnished 
women's graves in Denmark (such as Espe, Albrectsen 1956 no. 81). 

The animal-headed fibulae also assume a central position in the local context. They 
were imitated locally and included in a number of graves which, in other ways as well, 
display similar features, such as the large amber bead and the presence of a piece of 
unworked amber. 
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In contrast to the other graves on Djursland, the Bendstrup grave reflects contact with 
all three contexts. Yet the objects which relate it to the international context are of such a 

nature that its closest parallel seems to be the grave from Hoby. It is therefore tempting to 
juxtapose the attempt at a historical interpretation of Hoby with the Bendstrup grave, as 
these graves are also contemporaneous. 

The Hoby find represents an almost complete Roman drinking service from the begin
ning of the 1st century AD. The faet that this drinking service could reach Lolland intact, 
in contrast to all later princely graves from the Early Roman Iron Age containing only 
parts of a set, shows that there must have been a very direct contact between the giver and 
the receiver (the "buyer" and "seller"). Friis-Johansen, who presents these views, bases 
his historical interpretation upon the name of the owner printed on the bottom of the silver 
beakers: Silius (Friis-Johansen 1923 p. 15 7 f.). 

In the years 14-21 AD, it is known that C. Silius was the legate for Upper Germania, 
with a seat in Mainz. His period of oflice overlaps with some essential changes in the 
Roman policy towards the western Germanic tribes, whose background we have briefly 
described. This background entails, as something quite central, the changed Roman 
policy after the defeat at Teutoburg in the year 9 AD. Before this time, Roman military 
activity had secured the area up to the mouth of the Elbe as a Roman province, and had 
included a plan to push the border farther to the Elbe-Moldau line, thereby crushing 
Marbod's strong tribal union to the east, which included large parts of the eastern and 
central Germanic area (Bolin 1927 p. 84 f.). Due to rebellion among the Pannonian 
legions, Tiberius, who had command of the army, had to depart suddenly from Bohemia 
in the year 6 and thus abandon the idea of making this area a Roman province. However, 
the northwestern Germanic region was already considered to be a Roman province, and 
the newly-appointed procurator, Varus Quinctilius, acted accordingly by traveiling 
throughout Upper Germania, collecting taxes, fortifying camps, etc. (Bolin 1927 p. 85, 
Rostovtzeff 1960 p. 150). 

Under the Cheruscan "chieftain" Arminius, himself a Roman citizen and trained in the 
Roman army, the Germanic tribes formed a secret union for the purpose of repelling the 
Roman army and liberating Upper Germania from Roman supremacy. As known, the 
Germanic army managed to surround and destroy most ofVarus' field army. 

With the defeat of Varus, Augustus had to abandon the frontier along the Elbe, and 
Tiberius returned from the East to secure the Rhine border. In the year 14, Augustus <lied, 
Tiberius became emperor, Germanicus was invested with the supreme military authority 
- and C. Silius was named legate, with a seat in Mainz. From the year 16, the Roman 
policy was changed from military to political intervention (Bol in 1927 p. 87). 

Contemporanous with the antagonism between the Roman state power on one side and 
the Germanic tribes on the other, another antagonism of equal significance arose - among 
the Germans themselves: those who supported the Roman policy and those who opposed 
it. This was a clash of interests which was felt within the individual tribes, in which one 
group of leading men came into conflict with the others - a state of affairs which the 
Romans could exploit - and support. 

While Arminus sought to maintain a West German tribal union, Marbod in Bohemia 
had established an extensive union of tribes in Eastern and Central Germany, consisting of 
all larger tribes who had not been effected by the westward expeditions of Drusus and 
Tiberius. After the year 9, it seems that for a brief period the Germanic region was divided 
into two large units - a northwest Germanic and a southeast Germanic; one under the 
leadership of Arminius, the other under Marbod. We know that in the year 17, Marbod 
and Arminius fought one another. The battle has been described as unresolved, but it is 
known that Marbod retreated (Bolin 1927 p. 88). 

The two tribal unions differed greatly, and their duration was very short, but even so 
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they can perhaps be viewed as exponents for a political process which was set into motion 
by the Roman expansionist policy under Augustus and which presumably affected devel

opments in the east and west, respectively, in the period up to the Marcomanni Wars 
(161-180). To the east Marbod was king of the Marcomanni. He had command of a 

standing army of about 75,000 men, structured according to the Roman model. Many 
tribes participated in the union of the Marcomanni, and many were tributaries of Marbod 
(Schlette 1972 p. 26). To the west Arminius achieved his prominent position through his 
struggles against the Romans. His leadership was restricted to periods of war, and other 
tribes never became his tributaries. In the year 19, Marbod was lured to Italy by Tiberius, 

and a Roman vassal king was appointed in his place (Bolin 1927 p. 90). In the year 21 
Arminius was murdered by his political opponents among the Cheruscans. Thus after the 
year 21 the Romans had established a massive political control over large parts of the 
northern fringe areas of the Empire. 

Thus, the west and the east displayed two partially differing political systems. The most 
essential difference lies in the degreee of extermd control of other tribes and the permanent 
nature of the leadership. In the west, no tribe - neither the Cheruscans, the Chattians, or 
others - came to control the others, and no political leadership achieved a permanent 
character. To the east the situation was a different one. Marbod's leadership of the 

Marcomanni and the eastern tribal union was of a permanent nature and not dependent 
upon periods of war (Hachmann et.al. 1962 p. 67). The differences in the two political 
systems and their frontiers reflect the divergences which could be discerned in the archaeo
logical material and which we have mentioned earlier: a northwestern Germanic region 
lacking princely graves, an eastern Germanic with richly furnished women's and men's 

graves (lacking weapons and spurs), and a central Germanic region - the border area 
between the two systems - in which the richly furnished warrior graves predominate. 

We have briefly sketched political conditions north of the Roman frontier in the period 
4-21 AD, and we have stressed the two political antagonisms which dominate the state of
affairs in the beginning of the 1st century: between the Romans and the Germans, and

among the Germans themselves. The altered Roman policy foliowing Varus and Germani
cus constituted an important element.

If we accept the theory that the Hoby beakers belonged to the legate C. Silius in Mainz, 
then they must have been transferred in the period between 14-21, that is,· after the 
Romans' military defeat and the changed Roman policy. Together with the silver beakers, 
there was an almost complete Roman banqueting service, made in central Italy under 
Augustus and belonging to a noble Roman. The uniqueness of the Hoby find and its 
completeness indicates a personal gift from Silius to the man who would later be interred 

with the objects in the grave on Lolland. 

On decisive counts, Hoby and Bendstrup can be linked together: the dating, the unique 
bronzes and the animalheaded fibulae, which in Hoby are local imitations but in Bend
strup are original South European works. The crater and the two fibulae from Bendstrup 
are in reality the only objects which the equipment in Hoby Jacks to be complete. The 
ammonites emphasize the completely personal contact to the southwest Germanic region. 

We will never be able to reconstruct the actual historical relationship between Hoby 
and Bendstrup, but the Bendstrup grave supports most convincingly the Hoby find's 
historical testimony and confirms the change in policy towards the people of Germania in 
the period immediately foliowing the retreat to the Rhine border. 

It is thus not inconceivable that the border between the southern and the northern 
grave contexts in J utland shows us the border between the old northwest Germanic tribal 
union and the tribes who were not part of it - and who were a goal of the Roman policy of 
alliance. It is not to be thought that these historical events played any decisive role in the 
further social and political development in Germania, as it may be interpreted through the 
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grave linds. Rather, the situation was that existing regional differences in the social and 
political structures, differences reaching back to the Pre-Roman Iron Age, comprised the 
necessary preconditions for the course of historical events and became decisive for allian
ces and wars, both between the Romans and the Germans, and among the Germans 
themselves in the Early Roman Iron Age. Through alliances and wars - first with the 
Celts, thereafter with the Romans - a basis was created for a more dynamic political
military development in the Germanic area, founded among other things upon the control 
of trade with prestige goods and the consequently necessary control of the local economy. 
A permanent political leadership of larger regions was established, and through shifting 
alliances and wars, exemplified by the establishment and disintegration of the western and 
eastern tribal unions under Arminius and Marbod, respectively, a political system was 
developed whicfi we find reflected in the so-called princely grave horizon, and which in 
itself contained the catalyst for the social upheavals and the continued political centraliza
tion which took place in the Late Roman period. 

NOTER 

Lotte Hedeager, Kristian Kristiansen 

København 

Tegning: Elsebet Morville 

Kort: Sven Kaae 

Oldsagsfoto: Preben Dehlholm 

Oversættelse: Barbara Bluestone 

En række personer og institutioner har hjulpet os på forskellig vis under arbejdet med at publicere 
fundet. 

En varm tak skal rettes til familien Bech på Valbygård og Borupgård, herunder især til fru Annelise 
Bech, for hendes store imødekommenhed og interesse, samt ikke mindst for et langvarigt udlån af 
Bendstrupfundet. 

Desuden skal der rettes en tak til Erik Poulsen, Nationalmuseets antiksamling, der har hjulpet med 
at oversætte såvel den danske som den franske brevtekst, og desuden bistået med litteraturhenvisnin
ger til romerske bronzearbejder. 

Bronzerne er blevet analyseret på Nationalmuseets konserveringsafdeling for jordbund af Claus 
Gottlieb; forsteningerne er blevet analyseret på Geologisk Museum, Københavns Universitet af S. E. 
Bendix-Almgreen og Søren Floris. 

Joachim Werner, Miinchen, har med stor velvilje stillet sin omfattende viden til rådighed, både 
med hensyn til relevante litteraturhenvisninger og med kontakt til andre specialister. 

Også Ole Klindt-Jensen, Århus, fulgte med stor interesse arbejdet med Bendstrupfundet, og han 
var i færd med at indsamle supplerende materiale om dyrehovedfiblerne ved sin alt for tidlige død. 

Desuden har flg. personer på den en-e eller den anden måde bistået os under arbejdet: Pia Bennike, 
Anthropologisk Laboratorium, København; Jonathan Friedman, Institut for Etnografi og Anthropo
logi, København; Jørgen Steen Jensen, Nationalmuseets møntsamling, København; Fritzi Jurgeit, 
Badisches Landesmuseum, Karlsruhe; Ernst Kiinzl, Romisch-Germanisches Zentralmuseum, Ma
inz; Jørgen Street-Jensen, Statsbiblioteket, Århus; S. Tassinari, Musee du Louvre, Paris. 

Fotografiet af Valbygårdsamlingen fra forrige århundrede er venligst udlånt af fru A. Bech, Valby
gård, og de nye fotografier er taget af K. Kristiansen. 

Første del af artiklen (kap. I) er udarbejdet afK.K., mens kapitlerne Il, III og IV er udarbejdet af 
L.H. i forbindelse med et projekt, støttet af Statens humanistiske forskningsråd. Tolkninger og
forklaringer er udarbejdet i nært samarbejde mellem forfatterne. 

For en kritisk gennemlæsning af manuskriptet takker vi Flemming Højlund, Moesgaard. 
Fundet er tidligere præsenteret i et foredrag, holdt i det Kongelige nordiske Oldskriftsselskab d. 

12.-12. 1978 af K.K.
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